Abstract Recently many researches have focused on indoor navigation system. An optimal indoor navigation method can help people to find a path in large and complex buildings easily.
continuous development of digital city construction and the gradual popularization of mobile terminals, there is an increasing demand for the location service of some large and complex indoor environments [13] such as the shopping centers, car parks and museums. However, when comparing outdoor and indoor space, it is not difficult to find that the indoor internal structures are more complex than the outdoor ones, such as the doors, corridors, rooms which do not exist in outdoor space. And the complicated structures result in a complicated path network. It is not easy for even the familiar persons to find a place in the complicated indoor space. If the person is unfamiliar with indoor space, it is very likely to get lost. Therefore, the demand for proper guidance [15] in complex indoor environments is becoming even stronger than ever. This leads to the rapid development of indoor routing services.
At present, many LBS systems are mainly designed for routing in outdoor space. But less for indoor space. Specialized indoor routing solutions are becoming urgent needs. So it is necessary to make a high performance, fast and continuously updating indoor navigation system. When a person pass through space, he can be generalized to finding the shortest path between two nodes in a network. There are some well proven algorithms, such as Dijkstra [4] , A* [8] , Elastic algorithm [2] , iNav [20, 7] and Context-Aware [1, 3] . Those models consider only the topological relationship of indoor geometries [16] , or the internal path networks of geometry, or the relationship of link-node [14] to get navigation route. At present, there is existing following problems in the indoor navigation system. Firstly, they neglect combining the internal path networks [21, 9] with the topology relationship of indoor geometries, so the navigation path is not the shortest one. Secondly, because road network represents relationship between points and points, so not only the indoor map but also the connection information of points should be updated when indoor environment has been changed.
However, this will lead to increase the amount of updated data, and the more data will increase more errors. Last, Since the indoor road network information is not enough, part or even the whole of the navigation path may be wrong.
In order to solve those problems mentioned above, This paper proposed FT-Indoornavi (Flexible Topology Analysis Indoornavi) This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the concept of indoor navigation algorithm, and section 2 reviews related work on the indoor navigation algorithm. In section 3, an indoor network is built and discussed about its benefits of navigation. In section 4, an experiment of FT-Indoornavi is showed. Finally, we conclude our work and put forward future research direction in section 5.
Related Work
In this section, a set of key concepts will be introduced, such as indoor space object topology relation, link-nodes, road-networks [10] , rooms, For example, there is only one door in the room, it means there is no room internal path networks.
So we just consider this room which people cannot pass through the room internal. In this case, someone only goes into this room. When one room has two doors or more doors, there are more than one path inside of the room. So we can use those paths to get in one optimal route.
The following items show three base unit room types:
(1). One door in a room: One door room is a unit which is closed by walls. If someone wants to go into this room, he only needs access one point (door). So this one door unit is a very special architecture which can a constraint of the routing. This type of base unit room has just only one door, there is no internal path in the room, so it can only be considered as a start object or an end object. As shown in Figure 2 .a, there is just only one door which can be the entrance, the black point is the door and the lines are walls.
(2). Multiple doors in a room: Multiple doors room is a unit that which includes two doors or more. There are more than one internal path in the room. Therefore, when we calculate navigation path, we must consider the room internal.
It is very important for us to get the optimal navigation path. As shown in Figure 2 .b, the black point is the door and the lines are the walls. Indoor graphic data include following respects: room spatial data, MBR(minimum bound rectangle) [5] , DoorPoints.
Room spatial data: we put the rooms as polygons like Figure 3 .B. We store those polygons with the data structure like Figure. 3.E. This data structure is the Mysql store spatial data structure. 
FT-Indoornavi Path Basic Planing
When we are in a strange indoor space, shops are here and there. Let's make a hypothesis, we want to go to T place from S now, we generally move by the direction of our destination. In this case, a wall hinders us, we will choose route （S->A->B->C->D->T）to bypass the room's wall like the route described in Figure   4 . (a1,b1,c1 ). This method does not consider indoor room internal although there is a common path. e) The smallest part of the vertex coordinates based on the distance to the starting point. With small to large distance order push them into S.
Then Use top of the stack(S) as starting point executive step 2; According to the algorithm described above steps, the pseudo code of the algorithm is in the Figure 5 .
FT-Indoornavi Algorithm Analysis
The comparison study of FT-Indoornavi algorithm and other link-node algorithms is showed in Table 1 . FT-Indoornavi algorithm proposed in this research puts forward technology of navigation algorithms which combines the relationship among geometries with inner channel of geometry. We compare it with the kind of algorithm which only uses the relationship among geometries or the inner channel of geometry, Table 2 shows the result.
FT-Indoornavi algorithm model will not involve link-node relationship, it combines the relation- There are eight groups of data in Figure 6 , and every group of data represents the navigation path distance acquired by three algorithms which Rhombus represents the typical Dijkstra shortest path distance, triangle represents Elastic one and square represents the FT-Indoornavi. We can see from Figure 6 that the distance of acquired navigation path using the proposed algorithm is shorter than the one using Dijkstra and Elastic.
The proposed algorithm is better than Dijkstra and Elastic at the aspect of the navigation path distance.
There are eight groups of data in Figure 7 , and every group of data represent running time cost by three algorithms which have the same start point and end point. Rhombus represents the cost time of computing shortest path by the typical Dijkstra, triangle represents the one by Elastic.
and square represents FT-Indoornavi. At the aspect of running time, the proposed algorithm is less than Dijkstra. Because Elastic had not considered whether there are viable channels in a room. But FT-Indoornavi algorithm considers, the running time is slightly more than Elastic.
Although FT-Indoornavi algorithm is slightly more than the Elastic algorithm, in terms of computing time it can provide users with shorter than Dijkstra and Elastic shortest path selection, which has application value. In addition it does not need to node-link complex link relationship. It can offer more efficient and superior navigation route. But when the room internal is very complex, we pass the room internal which will spend us so much time. In the future, we want to make this algorithm more widely applied to actual circumstances and use it on smart phone to offer user better service.
Conclusions

